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Patent lawsuits as a percentage of federal civil suits,                    
US district courts, 1923–2013

Sources: FY 1923-1936: Patent suits: Offical Gazette of the U.S. Patent Office, count of 
listed cases in "Patent Suits" sections (1923-1936);  Civil suits: Attorney  General Annual 
Reports (1923-1936); FY 1937-2013: Patent and civil suits: Administrative Office of the 
U.S. Courts, Annual Reports of the Director, Table C-2 and its predecesors (1940–2013)

AIA effect

Patent suits as a fraction of all civil 
suits, U.S. district courts, 1923-2013

Source: Ron D. Katznelson, “A Century of Patent Litigation in Perspective,” 
(November 17, 2014) at http://ssrn.com/abstract=2503140
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
With the exception of the AIA artifacts explained below, patent lawsuits constituted about 1% of all civil lawsuits in this century.  This is about 2.5 to 3 times lower rate than that during the 1920-1940 period, when the basic fields of electronics and radio were invented.  The semiconductor industry inception, marked by the transistor and related circuits inventions during the 1960’s saw another relative surge of patent litigation.  Similarly, the period of the personal computer, cellular telecommunications and the internet inventions is also marked by elevated patent litigation rates. These periods of higher patent litigation rates are not new.  They arise in every technology development cycle where new concepts and new technical terms appear in patent claims and new products, introducing elevated legal uncertainty that require more frequent adjudications.       

http://ssrn.com/abstract=2503140
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IP lawsuit filings per billion real dollars of gross domestic 
product,  US district courts, 1923–2013

Copyright
Trademark
Patent

Sources: FY 1923-1936: Patent suits: Offical Gazette of the U.S. Patent Office, count of 
listed cases in "Patent Suits" sections (1923-1936);  FY 1937-2013: IP suits: Administrative 
Office of the U.S. Courts, Annual Reports of the Director, Table C-2 and its predecesors 
(1940–2013); Real GDP: Measuring Worth at www.measuringworth.com/usgdp/

IP lawsuits per billion dollars of gross domestic 
product, U.S. district courts, 1923-2013

Source: Ron D. Katznelson, “A Century of Patent Litigation in Perspective,” 
(November 17, 2014) at http://ssrn.com/abstract=2503140
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This plot normalizes the number of IP lawsuits by real GDP.  With the exception of the AIA artifacts explained below, note that the trend in patent lawsuit filings is of no remarkable change since the early days of radio and electronics.   Note that trademark and copyright lawsuit filing rates have overtaken and risen above that of patents.   Yet, nobody is complaining about copyright “litigation explosion.” 

http://ssrn.com/abstract=2503140


Steady erosion in patent protection
America Invents Act (2011)

– Effectively guts the 1-year Grace Period for “public use” and 
“on sale” 

– Established PGR/IPR/CBM at PTO to improve patent quality
 PTO (2014), denial of claim amendments in almost all 

IPR proceedings turned it into a patent “death squad”
 Supreme Court

– Mayo v. Prometheus (2012) and Alice v. CLS (2014), damaging 
conflation and uncertainty on patent-eligible subject matter

– Octane Fitness v. ICON Health & Fitness, and Highmark Inc. v. 
Allcare (2014), de facto “loser pays”

 Cumulative impact of these developments already 
making easier defeat of patents; chilling assertion of 
meritorious claims 6

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The White House PAE Report made claims relying on controversial studies that have not been subject to peer review and have been debunked. The above statement about relative high “rate” of patent lawsuits in this century compared to the 20th century is contrary to actual empirical evidence.  When comparing patent litigation “rate” across decades, one must take it in proportion to the actual scale of commercial activities that give rise to patent litigation.   Such normalizing scales can be other national metrics of commercial activity such as (a) the total number of federal civil suits,  or (b) the economic scale of the Gross National Product (GDP) in real dollars, or (c) the total number of patents in force at the time over which disputes may arise.  I show below that, with the exception of the AIA anomaly explained below, for all three normalizing metrics, when properly calculating litigation rate as either the number of patent lawsuit as a percentage of all civil suits, or the number of lawsuits per billion dollars of real GDP, or the number of patent lawsuits per patents in force, patent litigation rates during this century do not exceed on average those during the 20th century. 



Post-Alice surge in patent invalidity decisions  
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Sources: Pre-Alice: J. Allison, M. Lemley, & D. Schwartz,“Our Divided Patent System,“ 82 U. Chi. L. Rev. (forthcoming 2015);  White 
Paper, “United States Patent Invalidity Study 2012,” Morgan Lewis (Sep. 18, 2012); Kyle Gottuso & M. Taylor, “Statistical Overview of 
the First Twenty Months of Inter Partes Review Final Decisions,” Senninger Powers (June 26, 2014); Post Alice: R. Sachs, “A Survey Of 
Patent Invalidations Since Alice,” Law360 (January 13, 2015).
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Despite all these trends, lobbying for 
proposed patent legislation continues 

forcefully in the 114th Congress
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Fee shifting – “Loser pays”
Awards costs and attorney fees to prevailing party 

unless position and conduct of non-prevailing party 
reasonably justified in law and fact

 If losing party unable to pay, court may join >5% 
investor as “Real party of interest” for recovery
– “Good luck in getting investors for your tech company”

Party asserting claim, who later settles and extends 
covenant not to sue, is deemed “non-prevailing 
party”
– Discourages settlement of genuine disputes – increases 

number of cases tried in federal courts
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One-sided barriers against patentees
Heightened pleading obligations only on patentees – not 

on alleged infringers
– Requires pleading with particularity each asserted patent 

claim, allegedly infringing product, and theory of how each 
accused item infringes each asserted claim, without benefit of 
discovery

– “Watered Down:” No similar requirement in a declaratory 
action against patentee for pleading with particularity a theory 
of non-infringement for each accused item, or invalidity of 
each patent claim, identifying prior art relied upon

 Fee shifting joinder of “Real Party in Interest” applies 
only against non-prevailing patentees but not against 
non-prevailing filers of declaratory actions against 
patentees   10



Prospects for enduring patent rights 
are extinguished

Piecemeal erosion of patent rights has become a 
fixture in every session of Congress and every 
patent decision of the Supreme Court
Uncertainty harm is created even by legislation 

that does not pass
For many startups the “Patent Bargain” is no 

longer credible
 Substantial shift to business models that can 

rely on trade-secret protection
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Presentation Notes
The ambiguities in Post-AIA Section 102 were intended by the drafters as “features” – they are not “bugs.”   This we discovered as we encountered resistance by patent bill managers and their staff when we attempted to fix them both before and after passage of the AIA.  The results are that for all practical purposes, no inventor could afford to risk an assumption of a grace period for any sale or public use.  Similarly, publication grace period is unreliable because the Pre-AIA law of “possession of the claimed invention” is probably repealed with the repeal of the first-to-invent provisions. 



Thank You!
Ron Katznelson

ron@bileveltech.com
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